CLEAR People

Chris Pipe

Account Executive

What is the best thing about being part
of the CLEAR Group?
The best thing about CLEAR is the culture, hands down. We are
unique in the sense that we are still truly independent, and despite
rapid growth we have managed to maintain the feeling that you
individually really matter.

What do you bring to the party?
How do you define your role at CLEAR?
I am an Account Executive for the Corporate Team at GTS. I manage
a varied book of accounts in both size and industry. I have worked in
the industry for over 20 years (I know I don’t look old enough!) and
during this time built up an in-depth experience of the corporate
insurance market. I strive to provide my clients with a first-class
service with a prompt response time at the heart of everything
I do. As well as looking after an existing book of clients I also
love working with new prospects; I get a real buzz from meeting
new people, understanding their business and in turn producing
innovative solutions to their insurance requirements.

What is your CLEAR journey?
I joined CLEAR in July 2020 slap bang in the middle of a global
pandemic! Being onboarded remotely and not meeting any of
my new colleagues in person for several months was a strange
experience. Thankfully, my team are a great bunch and made me
feel very welcome and part of the group via Zoom quizzes!!

What is the best thing about your team
and branch?
I may be a little biased, but I work for an amazing team within
CLEAR! We have a great mix within our team in terms of experience
and sector knowledge; everyone’s willing to help each other
whilst striving towards our joint goals, and we are driven by a
management team who genuinely care. It’s a pleasure to come to
work with my colleagues.
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I like to think I am someone who my colleagues can come to should
they need help professionally or personally. I am a member of
CLEAR’s Wellness Committee and a trained mental health first
aider. I pride myself on being adaptable to my audience and happy
to talk about football, cake making or Love Island! I am a firm
believer of a positive mentality being key to success at work and in
your private life and try to portray this as much as possible.

If you won the lottery, what would
you do?
If I won the lottery I would buy Colchester United’s stadium. It is
currently owned by the council, and I would gift it to them in return
for it being called “The Chris Pipe Stadium” and having a statue of
myself outside!

